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A survey is given on the properties of AgCl, AgBr, and Ag!
as ionic conductors, as electronic conductors and as mixed conductors. The equilibria of disorder are discussed and the relaxation
time of point imperfections is estimated. The electrochemical
mechanism of dissolution and etching is outlined. The electronic
equilibria and their dependence on the surroundings are described
by the dependence between the Fermi energy and the halogen
pressure or the silver activity. The mobilities of electrons and holes
are discussed, especially the drift mobilities and the different kinds
of traps ·in light of the formation kinetics of the latent image.
Some reasons for the high sensitivity of silver halides are given.
Photographic development i:s a surface reaction catalyzed by a
low overpotential at the latent image speck, not a redox process
at a semiconductor electrode. Bleaching and latensification of inner
latent images, however, can be explained by injection processes.
The origin and sign of space charges in the surface region of the
compounds, their experimental evidence and their influence on the
electrochemical and photographic behaviour is considered. Some
measurements of instationary polarization at silver halide-metal
or -carbon contacts are described.
A) INTRODUCTION

The silver halirdes have scientific and technological importance because
they exhibit a high ionic conductivity combined with an electronic conductivity
which is low in darkness but which can be co nsiderably enlarged by
illumination.
It is this combination, which has made AgBr with some addition of AgI
irreplaceable in high sensitive photography 1• Nearly pure ionic conductivity
at the other hand is found in silver iodide and some mixed salts like RbAg 4 l 5 •
At room temperature the latter has the conductivity of concentrated fluid
electrolytes 2 and may b e of s·o me interest as a solid electrolyte in power
soUJrces.
The electrochemistry of silver halides is closely connected with the above
mentioned conductivity phenomena. This paper considers the properties which
silver chloride, bromide, and iodide exhibit as salts, as semiconductors and

* Review paper presented as plenary lecture at the 22nd Meeting of the
International Society of Electrochemistry, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, September 1971.
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in processes which are due to mixed conductivity such as latent images, redox
processes, ·s pace charge layers and contact properties.
B) SILVER HALIDES AS SALTS

1. Ionic Disorder and Relax ation Time of Point Imperfections

Although silver halides have considerable covalent character, for most
practical :purposes they can be treat ed as ionic compounds. They are characterized by an almost ordered anion lattice, and a Frenkel disorder of the
cations 3 • Some Schottky disorder is :present4 but it can be neglected at room
temperature.
Part of the lattice sites can b e occupied by foreign anions like S <Or cati:ons
like Cu, · Cd. The rates vi, of exchange of places of the different point
imperfections are of special importance with regard to the electrochemical
properties. In Fig. 1 some values of vi are compiled as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 1. Rate of exchange of places v; (sec-•) in AgBr from conductivity (Ag· 1, V Ag') and tracer
diffusion experiments as a function of temperature (Calculated from ' ). Dashed : extrapolated
values .

The diffusion coefficient of the imperfection Di is connected with vi by the
equa•t ion
DJ.

RT
= zF
j

ui

= _l_6 v.J a

2

(1)

[ui = electric mobility, zi = charge number of the imperfection, a = jump
distance (nearly equal to the distance between two lattice places)]. The
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extrapolation at room temperature is rather uncertain, since most of the
measurements were made at elevated temperatures. At room temperature
any movement of anions can be neglected 31 • The diffusion rate of cations is
slow compared with the diffusion rate of the Frenkel defects, especially, if
the imperfecti0U1.s are charged. At room temperature the probability of the
exchange of places of cation vacancies is about two orders of magnitude
smaller than that of interstitials. [u (Ag;) = 5.3 X 10- 4 cm 2 v- 1 s- 1 ; u (V' Ag) =
= 4.5 X 10-5 cm2 v- 1 s- 1 , ref. 64)]. This can be understood from Fig. 26 .

Fig. 2. Schematic view of an 110 plane of AgBr•. Large circles : Br• 8 ,, small circles : Ag'Ag, dots:

interstitial sites. 1: Generation of a Frenkel defect, 2: Interstitial diffusion, 3 : Vacancy diffusion,
4: Interstitialcy diffusion. For clearness the radii of the spheres are 90°/o of the respective
ionic radii.

For all cases in which the ionic equilibria within the crystals are cons1dered
it is .required that the equilibria are established within a short time. Therefore
it is necessary to know the relaxation time of the Frenkel equilibrium*
Vf

+ Ag~g

kt

~Ag~

+ V~g

(2)

k _1

From this equilibrium it follows
- d [Ag; ]

dt

= k_ 1 [Ag; I [V~g]-k1 [V

f

I [Ag~gl

(3)

In pure crystals the concentrations of imperfections are equal. Therefore, with
the deviation x from the equilibrium concentration of imperfections
x = [Ag ; ] -

dx

dt

[Ag; ]

(4)

=k_ 1 ([Ag; ]2-[Ag; J2) = k_ 1 x·2[Ag;

By integration of eq. (5) the relaxation time

i;

(5)

is found:

1

•= 2k _ 1 [Ag~]

(6)

* The same nomenclature for the imperfections as Kroger1 is used. V = vacancy.
Superscripts ·'•=net charge + 1, -, 1, O of the defect. Subscript: Lattice site
occupied by the defect (i = interstitial).
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The reaction rate k _1 can be calculated, the reaction being diffusion controlled :
Thus8 :
(7)

where a = jum.p distance, f* = factor which makes allowance for the Cou1'omb
energy cp b etween the defects. For t he m entioned case of attraction:
f*
(£

= [cp (r = a) I kT] / [exp cp (r = a) I kT-1]

= F 2/4 it EE 0 NLaRT

= p ermit tivity of the halide, £ 0 = permittivity of vacuum).
The sum of diffusion coefficients is given by the i onic conductivity
z ion

= F [Ag; ] {u (Ag; )

+u

(V '.,,,_g ) }

(8)

Xion :

(9)

From (1) , (6), (7), (8), (9) the r elax ation time is
EE

i:= -

-

0

2 xion

At worn temperature Xion (AgBr) is about 3 X 10-s Q - 1 cm- 1 (ref. 64) therefore
= 2 · 10- 5 sec. Consequently the equilibria of point defects in silver halides
are established quickly even at room temperatmre 63 •

T

2. Electrochemical Theory of Dissolution and Etching of Salts like Silver Halides

A simple theory •of the dissolution of silver halides 9 was derived by means
of the assumption, that the exchange rate of anions and cations between
crystal surface and solution is different and dependent on concentration and
potential. In the case of equilibrium the current-potential cur ves intersect
at zero current. During dissolution at ·open circuit an overpotential is established, .
which guarantees equal net currents of anions and cati<ons. As an example
Fig. 3a shows the concentration profile within the diffusion layer during
the complex dissolution of silver chloride b y thiosulfate. If th e r ate of
stirring is enlarged, the thickness of the diffusion lay er changes fr om () to ()'.
The concentr ation of the halide ions (X) at the phase boundary remain s lllearly
constant. Therefore the current-potential curve of the anion t r ansfer is not
changed (Fig. 3a). The same is valid for the cathodic portion of the cur r ent-potential curve of the cations i. e. for the dissocia tion of the complex MY!l" However,
to form the co mplex at a higher rate, the surface concentration of the solvent
Y has to increase considerably with increasing rate of stirring. This is
possible without measurable change of the diffusion conditions (Fig. 3b).
Therefore the anodic portion of the current-potential curve of the cations is
shifted. In this way if the reacti:on rate increases (Fig. 3a) the t·otal current-poten tial curve of the cation becomes steeper, and the point of intersection with
the curve of the anions which gives the reaction current, is shifted to more
negative potentials.
This theory was verified for anodic layers of silver halides (Fig. 4) . It is
only valid for strongly distur bed crystal surfaces 44 • At single crystals the separation of ions from the surface should be a two-step process, the rate determining
step beim:g the leaving ·of an ion from a growth site. The s tahonar y number
of cathodic and anodic growth sites is regulated by the respectiv e potentials
which depend upon the activation energies of separation 10 . New experiments
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Fig, 3. ))issolution of salts in complexing agents•,
a) Current· -potential curves. 1: complex dissolution and deposition of the cation M at
equilibrium; 1', 1", and l"' like 1 at increasing dissolution rates; 2: dissolution and deposition
of anion X. i', i", and i'" are net dissolutio n rates. 71 1 , 'fJ" , and '!]'" are overpotentials.
b) Concentration profile at the surface of the salts in stirred solutions. - concentrations
at low dissolution rate (thickness of the double layer = b) , - - - concentrations at high dissolution rate (thickness of diffusion layer = b') ,
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Fig. 4. Overpotentials ri during t h e complex dissolution of silver halides as a function of the
dissolution rate, measured as reciprocal diffusion layer thickness 5-1. Dissolution of a) AgBr in
s,o,•-; b) Agel in s,0. 2- .

with single crystals of salts making use of this refinement of the theory
were performed by Ibl 11 •
C) ELECTRONIC CONPUCTIVITY OF SILVER HALIDES

1. The Complete Equilibria in Silver Halides
Silver halides likewise show some electronic dark conductivity. As is. seen
from the simplified band models of Fig. 5 they occupy a middle position between
covalent compounds like silicon and ionic compounds like the alkali halides.
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Fig. 5. Simplified band models of KCl, AgBr, a nd Si. C.-B, v. B = conduction a nd va lence b and.
Ii E = b a nd gap (eV) .

In contrast to the latter, photoexcitation of electrons in silver halides is always
combined with photocurrents 12 •
The dark conductivity is determined by the redox potential of the adjacent
phase. Corresponding to the activity .o f the silver and the halide in the surrcmndings, an equilibrium activity of the neutral components is established
within the bulk of the crystal 4 •13 =(K = equilibrium constants):
Ag (s)

+ 112 x; (g)

~

Ag{s)

AgX

(10)

~ , Agf

(11)
(12)

The atomic defects act as traps of.electrons and holes. Free carriers are formed
according to the dissociation reactions:
Agf

~Ag~ + e'

. V~g ~ V~g

+

(13)
(14)

h'

or:
A g 1x

+ VxAg

~A.
+gi

+VA'g

(K'F)

(15)

If.the Frenkel equilibrium
(16)

(cf. eq. (2)) is also considered, one obtains from eq. (13)-(16) the electronic
equilibrium
o~ h'

+ e'

(K)

(17)

There is only a small deviation from the stoichiometry, but the equilibria can
be adjusted at room temperature. Thererore, ionic and electronic processes
in silver · halides always are coupled, in contrast to semiconductors, such as
silicon, which are of technical interest, because the ionic processes are frozen in.
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If the condition of electroneutrality in the bulk of the crystal is included,
all concentrations can be calculated and plotted as a function of halogen or
silver activity. This is shown in Fig. 614 for pure AgBr (for which K p » Ki) .

p u r~

l og~

AgBr

Fig. 6. Concentrations (ordinate) of imperfections in pure AgBr as a function of bromine activity
(abscissa)". I : region of electron conductivity ([Ag· 1] =[e']); II: region of ionic conductivity
([Ai· 1] = [V'Ag]); III: region of hole conductivity .([V'Ag] = [h·)); dashed lines: concentration of
filled traps.

Similarly more complicated cases can be treated 7 , .e. g. the addition of
foreign ions ·o f higher valence (M2+). In this case n-type conductivity rises 15 :
If [M 2+]

> K fr2 :

= log n 0 + log [~/+]

log n

(18)

KF.

(n, n 0 = electron concentrations in doped and pure crystals). The association of
ionic defects can be measured by means of glow curves (ionic· thermocurrents) 60 •
At low temperatures imperfections at structural defects or dislocatfons become
predominant.
2. The Regulation

of

the Fermi Energy

The dependence of electron and hole concentrations on the halogen activity
is equivalent to the statement that the Fermi energy is adjusted between
certain limits by the redox potential of the surroundings 16 • The Fermi energy
Ep can be written as
EF

(Ei = band gap, p
and (14) that

E.1

=- -

2

kT

+ --lnK.-kTlnp
2

= concentration of holes).

1

(19)

Therefore it follows from eqs. (12)

E p = const - kT In [X 2 J''•

(20)

For AgBr at 300° K this is shown in Fig. 7. It follows that great p-type conductivity but ·o nly small n-ty.pe conductivity can be achieved. The latter is increased
by addit~on of divalent cations (dashed line). In the figure the limits bromine
pressure = 1 atm and activity of silver = 1 (Pa., = 10-!6.s atm) are inserted.
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3. The Direct Measurement of Electronic Disorder
The direct measurement of the small deviation of stoichiometry is possible
by an electrochemical trick, due to Hebb and Wagner 17 • They first used a stationary polarization of galvanic cells with a silver halide as an electrolyte
between a reversible halogen or silver electrode and a second electrode, which
blocked the ionic part of the current.
Fig. 8 Hlustrates recent results for silver chloride 18 • If in the left cell the
right, blocking electrode is made cathodic, the first effect is migration of holes
and silver ions. However, below the decomposi Uon potential, a steady state
concentration gradient of interstitial silver ions is built up near the cathode,
which counteracts the potential gradient. Therefore in the bulk no electric
field remains. The holes are transported only by diffusion, a linear gradient
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Fig. 3. Stationary currents of electr onic carr iers during the polarisat ion of cells with a r eversible electrode and an inert electron ically conducting electrode 18 .
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being establish ed through th e whole crystal of thickness L . (L » d, d being
the thickness of the space charge layers at the phase boundaries).
With increasing cathodic pola risation the current rises up to a limiting
current. At still higher potentials, the silver activity at the cathode increases
so much, that electrons are generated, w h ich cause a diffusion current of opposite direction and of exponential sh ape. Some leakage curr ent cannot be
prevented.
In the right cell (Fig. Sb) the blocking electrode on the right must be polarized anodically. At low potentials electrons are generated and are able to
diffuse, while a concentration gradient 'Of silver vacancies is built up at the
anode. The electronic port1on of the stationary current in the cell is given b y
i

RT

e

+ ih = - FL

exp (- E F/RT)]

[xh (1 -

+ x 0 [exp ( E F/RT) -

1]

(21)

The conductivities x measured in both cells I and II are connected b y the free
enthalpy /":.. G of silver halide formation [eq. (10] , e.g. for the holes:
I
~ ]
-xh- [h
-·-)(h II

p

[h~I ]

C J, (II)'i• .

P Ch (I)'i•

1
= -----

(22)

(II)''' = exp (- /1 G/RT)

(23)

p CI, (II)'/2

aAg (II) = p

Cl,

p Ch (Il)'/2

4. Mobilities, Mobile and Trapped Electronic Charge Carriers
The knowledge of trappimg processes and of mobilities is not ·o nly necessary
to calculate concentrations from conductivities, but also t·o understand the photographic processes.
There are several meth ods, but they measure different mobilities: Free
carriers are studied by means of the Hall effect. The Hall mobility of holes
u 11 can easily b e measured if the halide is in contact with halogen 19 • The Hall
mobility of electrons u 0 can only be measured with photoexcited electrons 20 •
In the latter case the hole mobilities can be neglected since u h « u 0 • At mom
temperature u 8 = 70 cm 2 /Vsec, u 11 = 2 cm 2/ Vsec.
A drift mobility is found from the displacement of photoelectr·o ns and
holes by field pulses 21 . The same method can be used to m easure life t1mes,
if a time lag is used b'etween light and field pulses 22 . The measured drift mobilities depend on crystal preparation and deformation. Shallow electron traps
(2: 0.05 eV) have been observed, while the hole traips in general are deeper
( > 0.4 eV) Such hole traps preferen tially are point defects Hke copper or
sulfur ions23.
Entirely different results are obtained, if the carriers migrate into a
crystal by diffusion 24 or in form of a moving boundary*. Under t hese conditions
all deep traps are filled during the migration. Migration of holes is obtained,

* A diffusion method for the drift mobility of electrons by means of the
polarization decay in the galvanic cell Ag I AgBr IC was proposed by Weisso1, however
there are difficulties of interpretation owing to the double layer capacity (see

Chapter D 4) 62 •
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if a silver bromide crystal is polarized between a bromide and a bromine
solution in the following cell 25 :

I

I

I

I

Pt Br2, Br_ AgBr Br- Ag

If the elect!'lonic conductivity is comparable with the ionic conductivity, the

moving of the boundary during a galvanostatic run can be measured by the
potential difference along the crystal as a function of time. The resulting
mobility is given in Fig. 9 as a function of temperature. At room temper ature
.it is only a small fraction of the Hall mobility, the ratio being equal to the ratio
- - T °C
200
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~_,c:___
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Fig. 9. Logarithm of hole mobilities in AgBr as a function of reciprocal temperature". Curve (1)
drift mobility D 0 .6. •
& measured with moving boundary. 0 0 measured with diffusion.
Curve (3): Hall mobility according to".

e

of free to total carriers. The ratto increases with temperature, corresponding
to the dissociation 'Of the traps, uintil it becomes equal to the Hall mobility. The
depth of the traps is 0.78 eV. Still deeper traps are observed in deformed
crystals. At the surface of pure silver halides the life time of holes is much
larger than in the bulk 23 •
Deep surface traps are of special importance for the primary phntographic
pr.ocesses. They can be produced by cautious reduction of the halides, in presence
of suUur or gold compounds, as is done by the so called chemical ripening 'Of
photographic emulsi•ons. It seems that the surface traps of positive net charge
preferentially act as electron traps, whereas the uncharged act as hole traps. The
state of surface traps depends on the crystal plane at wich they are . deposHed26 •
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D) REACTIONS BETWEEN IONIC AND ELECTRO NIC DEFECTS IN SILVER HALIDES

1. The Latent Image
The primary processes of photography are closely connected with the electronic, ionic and structural imperfections and their mobilities arid life times.
An immense quantity of experimental data collected during the l ast fifty
year s has shown 1 that the latent image is composed of only a few silver atoms
and electrons which are condensed by alternating ion and electro n trapping.
Recently it has become possibl e to simulate quantitatively the formation kinetics
of the latent image by the Monte Carlio method 27 or by solving the system of
differential equations by an analog computer 28 • Fig. 10 shows the scheme,
trap

trap

Inlers tit ial
Ion
Agi

Q
k,

G

YA
'

l

[t]

•

qJ

! Diff usion

"

9 r2

/(Jr"'
'j'

'>e '

Q

=

s tationarr concentration

D

=

final states

Fig. IO. Scheme of the latent image formation kinetics after the statistical theory of Hamilton
and Bayer". (In deviation of27 positively charged traps as intermediates are assumed).

which was used in the first mentioned m ethod. Irradiance and electron concentration were assumed as stationary, and the reservoir of silver ions and traps
as large. All growth processes of t he nucleus are of the second order, and all
decomposition reactions are of the first order. The results can be used to
explain the observed reciprocity failure and other instationarity phenomena.
In this calculation no en ergetic differences were assumed between nuclei
of different sizes. Actually the energy is lowered during the growth . An or iginal
attempt to obtain a chemical picture ·of the nucleus recently was made by
Trautweiler 29 (Fi g. 11). He rooghly estimated the b ond energies of silver
molecules and molecular ions (Ag/, Ag 2 , Ag 3+ etc.) in silver bromide. It was
concluded that in the dielectric medium negatively charged small molecular
ions were unstable and that the positively charged molecular ions were more
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Fig. 11. Ionization energy and electron affinity (related to the conduction band C. B) of small
silver aggregates in AgBr".

stable than the corresponding neutral molecules. Therefore during the latent
image formation an ion is consumed before an electron is trapped. (Fig. 11.)
The energetic position of the different stages of the latent image can be
derived from the luminescence at low temperatures, from the dependence of
the Herschel effect on the wave length and many other observations 30 • The
energy of interstitial silver atoms is about -0.03 eV below the conduction band. 4
The energy of unstable subimages about - 0.7 eV and that of stable images
-1.2 eV. The energy is nearly equal to the Fermi energy of silver in contact
with silver halide (see Fig. 7). The same result can be derived from the redox
potential ·of a developer which is just able to reduce exposed crystals 32 • The
energy of -1.2 eV corresponds to a mean life time for the latent image of
about 10 years at room temperature.
The special energetic distribution of traps, which can be achieved in silver
halides, may be the reason for the unsurpassed light sensitivity of AgBr 33 :
photoexcited holes are captured immediately in rather deep traps, where -they
associate vacancies and are able to diffuse as uncharged particles. The electrons
in the iinterior of the crystals can be captured many times in shallow traps
(e.g. Agi· at dislocations) until they reach deep traps, which are only available
at the surface of chemically sensitized crystals. In this way it is possible that
all photoelectrons are collected in few nuclei at the crystal surface where
deve}opment is possible.

2. Reduction and Oxidation Processes at Silver Halides
(Bleaching and Development)
The latent image forimation is a light-induced redox process. It is obvious
to assume the same mechanism to be valid for the following chemical redox
process, the development. The system silver halide - developer may be treated
as a semiconductor electrode with electron injection from the develQper into
the crystal and reaction of electrons and silver ions at the nucleus 34 • The
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reverse process, the bleaching of the la tent image, could b e performed by hole
injection.
This treatment, howev er , is unsu itable. The inj ection rate is much too
small to explain the obser ved rate of development. This can be shown, if
the menti:oned relation bet ween F erm i energy (redox potential) and concent ration of electronic defects is used (see Chapter C3)'35 • The nuclei of the latent
image can grow by silver halide reduction, if the redox potential of the dev eloper is more negative t h a n the p otential of the latent image in contact with
the crystal. The minimum value of this potential is that of m etallic silver. To
av·o id spontaneous nucleation of silver at the unexposed crystals the developer
potential should not be Lower than 0.3 V below the silver potential3 6 • A developer solution of this potential (Fig. 12.) is in equilibrium with an n-type silver
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Fig. 12. Isoth e rms for the conductivit ies x of different imp erfe ct.ions in pure AgBr at 25° C as
a function of silver activity and redox potentials (calculated from•).
dashed: area of metas ta bility (a"" > 1).

brom1de ·of an electron conductivity x 0 of about 4 X 10- 15 Q - 1 cm· 1 (25° C) .
The maximum rate development is given by the diffusion r ate of elect r ons
to a nucleus within the crystal, the diffusion rate of interstitial silver ions being
greater than that of electrons (xi0 1/ x 0 ~ 10°). Using the boundar y conditions of
diffusion controlled reactions 8 (the nucleus being im mobile, see equation (7))
the diffus~on rate immediately becomes stationary. If r is the radius of the
nucleus, the diffusion current j is given by
j

=

RT · 4 it x · r
F2
c

(24)

or integrated (v: molar volume of silver):

-r )
( r
0

2

= 1 +I 2 vRT xe t

I

F2r20

(25)
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From eq (25) it can be calculated that a nucleus of an initial diameter 2 r 0 = 6 A
grows within 10 minutes to about 6.04 A. Better results may be obtained if
there are space charges of the right sign at the crys tal surface (see Chapter D 3).
But even with a surface potential which is 0.3 V more positive than the bulk
potential, the nucleus reaches a d iameter of not more than 66 A w ithin 10 min
(x 0 at the surface = 4 X 10- 11 Q- 1 cm- 1 ) . Therefore intensification of a latent
image by means of electron injection into the crystal is possible'30 , but development can be excluded. Only surface latent images which are in contact with
the developer g,row corresponding to a local cell mechanism3 7• Since the r eaction
area grows strongly during the first stages of development, autocatalysis is
observed. Inner latent images can b e reduced only if the crystal is dissolved
by complexation during the development.
However, h ole injection is effective for the reverse process, the bleaching
of the latent image. Owing to the small size of the nucleus a rather quick
oxidation is possible by few injected holes. Matejec and Moisar 3s have used
hole injection to determine the size distribution of latent images. They shifted
the latent image into the interior of the grain by depositing new silver halide
upon exposed grains. Then they embedded the grains for different times in
oxidizing solutions and measured the remaining images after development.
The result ,o f this ingenious method is seen in Fig 13. The maximum of this

'l_r-~~-+---t-+---t-~~-r......~~1
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CJ)

.Q
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101

nAg
Fig. 13. Size distribution of (surface) latent images, as found by the method of Matejec and
Moisar 38 • Abscissa: number of silver atoms per nucleus; ordinate: relative number of nuclei
(logarithmic).
a) high intensity exposure; b) low intensity exposure.

size distribution curve confirms that latent images consist of about 10 Ag-atoms.
Characteristic differences between high and low intensity exposure were
observed.
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3. Space Charge Layers and Surfaces
Thus far, only the bulk properties of the silver halides have been considered.
The surface also needs a special consideration. Surface states exist also in pure
crystals. A calculation using electron affinity, ionisation potential and Madelung
energy shows that the surface states in pure silver halides are situated close
to the edges of the conduction and the valence bandsa 9• Therefore they could
not be observed spectroscopically 40 • The l atent images, however , may be
regarded as surface lev:els not far from the middle of the band gap 29 , 41 .
The potential at the crystal surface is mainly influenced by io nic defects
which are distributed unsymmetrically in the subsurface region. If the free
enthalpies to form a vacancy and to form an interstitial site are different,
electroneutrality cannoLbe maintained at the surface 4 ~. F·o r calculatio1nal purposes the production of a Frenkel defect is divided into the transfer of a
cation from a lattice position" to a growth site at the surface and from the
growth site to an interstitial/position. In geiieni.l both rprocesses require different
free enthalpies. In this ~ay cations ar~ _ .enriched at the surface, and a positive
surface potential q:i results, if the free enthalpy of formation of the interstitials,
ti Gi , is greater than that of the vacancies ti Gv
cp=

ti Gi _:_ ti G

ti Hi - ti Hv

v

2F

= - - -- -

(26)

2F

In contact with a solvent the solvatation energy must also be considered. Since
the free enthalpy of solvatation of the cations exceeds that of the anions, a
negative surface charge is formed in contact with the pure solvent which
must be compensated by a positive space charge within the solution. In the
system, crystal - solut1on, the surface charges disappear and only two space
charges of different sign remain, if the surface has no special .properties. A
theory for this case was developed by Grimley and Mott 43 • There are conditions,
however, where the surface charges play a role 44 . In this case two space charges
of equal sign can be separated by a surface charge of opposite sign.
In all cases the potential q:i as a function of distance x from the surface
can be derived according to the Gouy-Chapman theory from the PoissonBoltzmann equations 45 • Under these conditions, the ionic and electronic
equilibria are maintained in the space charge region. It follows that in a region
which has an excess of interstitial cations (p.ositive space charge) holes are
enriched and p-type conductivity is found, and vice versa. On account of the
small concentration of electronic carriers, only the ions need to be considered
in the calculation of the potential.
There must be a considerable influence of space charges upon the processes
in silver halides. The subsurface field is able to separate photogenerated electron-hole pairs59 and to prevent recombination reactions 46 • According to its
sign the diffusion potential may promote or block the injection of electrons into
the crystal fr.om a developer (see chapter D 2) or from an adsorbed optical
sensitizer.
In spite of the ~mportance of these effects there is lack ·o f experimental
data. There are many papers about the phase boundary, silver halide - solution
or - vacuum problems. Calculations of space charges from thermodynamic and
lattice parameters 47 , measurements of surface resistances at right angle 4s or
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in parallel 49 to the phase b oundary, measurements of contact and ~~potentials• 4 , s 1
or capacities 52 , have been attempted but the results disagree. Experiments of
Sounders, Tyler and West" 2 are rather convincing. They exposed silver bromide
single crystals by a light flash in coincidence with a pulsed electric field, which
displaced photoelectrons against the back side ·Of the crystals. The distribution
of latent images which were formed by the photoelectrons in the subsurface
region of the crystal eould be measured when the back side of the crystal was
etched in form of a wedge before development (Fig. 14).

b
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o.'
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o.6

0.1
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0.9

UJ µ

Exposur-e

Fig. H) a) Vertical section of AgBr single crystals as used for the experiments of Saunders.
Tyler and West". Large surface = (200). Exposure from below.
Field between transparent conducting glass (positive) and metal plate (negative). s = crystal
surface covered with Ag2S as hole trapping substance. Hatched: cross section, etched after
illumination , before development.
b) relative distribution of images in the subsurface region of the crystal (Fig . 14 a) as a
function of distance from the back side. Parameter: Field strength (kV/cm).

A maximum density of latent images was found below the surface. It was
shifted with increasing field strength towards the back side. This could be
explained by a counter field in the subsurface region. At the place, where
the fields are balanced une has the greatest concentration of photoelectrons and
the highest density of the latent images.
The calculated distribution of latent images from the Gouy-Chapman
theory is in exact agreement with the experiments 53 • A surface potential of
about -0.15 V was found. The negative surface charge was eompensated by a
positive space charge of interstitial silver ~ons. Consequently the free energy
of formation ·o f vacancies should be greater than thi-t ·Of interstitials. This,
however, is in contradiction to calculati'Ons and .other measurements 42 • 47 (Fig. 15).
Fig. 16 shows the two possibilities for describing the spatial dependence of
the potential. A surprising result favours Sounders' view: In his e:x1periments
the distrihution ·of latent images within the crystals remai·ned nearly unchanged
if the back side of the cryst al was dipped either in potassium bromide or in
silver nitrate solutions during the e:x!posure. This means that there is only a
small influence of the ~-potentia l upon the space charge within the crystal.
F1urther experimentation is necessary. Perhaps ther·e are differences between
crystals, grown from the melt and grown from the solution.
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Fig. 15. Energies (eV) of lattice particles in AgBr and AgCl and of ions i n a q ueous solution.
(Calculated from lattice energies and s.i ngle ion solvatation e n ergies, under the assumption
that the total heats of solution and of solvatation can be divide d into values of single ions in
the same ratio. Iridex H = growth site. Frenkel energies of AgCI: a) after Kliewer"· b) a fter
Sliwkin''. Frenkel energies of AgBr: a) after Matejec" ; b) after Trautweilerss.
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<E-- A g B r Fig. 16. Space charges and surface ch a rges at the phase boundary AgB r/ soluti on in the case
of a neg atively charged crystal surface. Ordina te = potential. a) afte r Matej ec and Mey er'',
Grimley and Mott" ; b) after Saunders•2, Trautwe iler".
D = v'A~ O = Ag 1 + = excess cations in the solution.

4. Instationary Measurements at the Surface Silver Halide/Metal or Carbon
As it was outlined in Chapter C 2, galvanic cells with a reversible and a
blocking electrode such as Ag IAgCl I C or C, Cl 2 ! AgCl I C are suitable to
measure electronic conductivities in the electrolyte if they are stationary polarized. With the same systems under instationary conditions there are interesting
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capacitance phenomena at the blocking electrode which are due to ionic processes. The experiments have been performed with the contact materials platinum, g old and carbon. Silver iodide and silver chloride a t room temper atureM
and silver bromide at temperatures below 51 • 55 and above the melting point56
have been used as electrolytes. Impedance measurements at the cell Ag!AgBr!Ag
have also been performed 57 • 58 , but the interpretation of these results is more
difficult.
Voltammetric curves of the system Ag I Agl IP t or C are show n in Fig. 17.
During a cathodic polarisation .of the half cell Agl I C the behaviour of an ideally
150
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ifµAJ
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..
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v

0.8

200
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Fig. 17. Current pot ential behaviour of electron conducting electrod es in contact w ith AgI".
Sweep r a te : 0,005 Vs 1 a) g raphite electrode ; b) pl atinum electrode.

polarisable electrode was observed (Fig. 17a). Silver deposition is not possible
at potentials for which aAg
1. After sweep reversal hysteresis is found, since
after the beginning of nucleation the deposition of silver can b e continued at
lower activities. At still lower negative potentials the deposited silver becomes
oxidized anodically. With platinum oontacts a faradaic current is observed
throughout the entire cathodic region (Fig. 17b). Therefore cathodically the
electrode Agl I Pt is unpolarizable.
These observations are confirmed by potentiostatic measurements with
pulses of 5 mV. At a silver iodide-graphite contact ·in the potential region
-0.03 up to +0.6 V the current decays like the discharge of a condenser of
8 µF/cm 2 • There is no silver deposition. The observed capacity corresponds to
a plate condenser, composed of silver io ns in t he iodide and electrons i•n t he
graphite at closest distance (permitfr1ity £ = 1). At the platinum contacts during
a potentiostatic pulse the equilibrium is r eadjusted immediately, a submonolayer of silver being formed on the platinum. This corresponds to apparent capacities of about 10 000 µF/cm 2 during a potential step. A mi:nirn.um value of the
capacity is found at flat band conditions (aAg = a 1) . If the m easurement is per-
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formed within the microsecond region, the apparent capacity diminishes.
True capacity measurements therefore require nanosecond techniques.
Similar results a:re obtained with silver bromide as an electrolyte 55 , but
the discussion is more complicated because there is a greater extension of the
space charges into the bulk of the crystal. In this system frequency dispersion
was found.
Galvanostatic experiments of silver halide-carbon contacts are useful to
examine nucleation phenomena in silver halide systems. As it is shown in
Fig. 18, nucleation is accompanied with crystallisation overpotentials54 • 55 • The
E

0.0

0.2

0.4

Fig. 18. Schematic potential time curves during galvanostatic pulses. Silver halide with graphite
and platinum electrodes".55.

difference of potentials which were found with the same current density
(reduction rate) at carbon and platinum contacts is a hint" to the effect
of latent images at the grain surface: the discriminahon of exposed and
unexposed grains during the development chiefly is a question of the different
reaction rates at surfaces with and without nuclei.
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IZVOD

Elektrokemijska svojstva srebrnih halogenida

njihova uloga u fotografiji

W. Jaenicke

Prikazana su svojstva AgCl, AgBr i AgJ kao ionskih vodica, elektronskih
vodica i mijesanih vodica. Procijenjena su relaksaciona vremena tockastih dislokacija, kao i utjecaj na ravnotezu imperfekcija. Uz elektronske ravnotefo razmotreni
su i Fermijevi nivoi, utjecaj okoline na nj, te pokretljivost elektrona i supljina
s osobitim obzirom na vrste zahvata u stvaranju latentne fotografske slike. Ukazuje
se i na razloge visoke osjetljivosti srebrnih halogenida time, sto proces fotografskog
razvijanja nije redoks proces, nego povrsinska reakcija katalizirana niskim prenaponom na mjestu latentne slike. Porijeklo i predznak prostornog naboja u povrsinskom sloju diskutira se kao bitan fenomen u elektrokemijskom i fotografskom
ponasanju. U opisu eksperimenata posebna je paznja posvecena prikazivanju mjerenja polarizacije na kontaktima srebrni halogenid/metal odnosno srebrni halogenid/
/karbon.
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